Abstract-The Fourier method used by Fan has produced a representation of the field of a semi-infinite pole head consisting of a simple analytical approximation (Karlqvist field) plus an infinite series of correction terms. A method is developed in this paper by which other approximations to head fields have their infinite series of correction terms evaluated to make them exact. Expressions with only one correction term produced by Ruigrok and Szczech et al. are studied, and enhancement of them is shown to offer accurate approximations to the exact head fields.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE MAGNETIC potential produced by a record head with infinitely wide and deep pole faces has been calculated exactly by Fan [1] . When the poles have infinite permeability, they become equipotential surfaces with the potential variation along the faces ( ) and across the gap given by
where is the gap length, where is the head coil turns and is the write current. The normalized coefficients in (1) were determined exactly in [2] and are given in Table I . The first term in (1b), which represents a linear variation of the potential between the pole pieces, was used by Karlqvist [3] to produce a widely used approximation to the field below the head. In this sense, (1b) represents an approximation to the exact potential variation to which is added a series of correction terms.
In this paper, better analytical approximations than the linear one, which lead to closed form expressions for the fields below the heads, are considered and a method is produced that allows the determination of the corresponding correction terms. The magnitudes of the correction terms are used to gauge the accuracy of the approximations and to further improve their accuracies. The result is simple expressions that approximate sufficiently closely to the head fields for most if not all practical purposes. [4] has suggested an approximation to the exact head field in a semi-infinite pole head. It consists of half of the Karlqvist head field plus half of that produced by a thin head for which an exact derivation is possible [5] , [6] . Translating that proposition into a potential variation along gives (2) where has been introduced for reasons that will become clear later, but in this instance takes the value of 1/2. To make exact, correction terms with coefficients are added in the style of (1b) to give (3) 0018-9464/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE From Mallinson [5] (4) where the coefficients are given exactly by [5] ( 5) and is the Bessel function of the first kind. Substitution of (4) into (3) yields (6) By matching (1b) and (6), it can be shown that (7) Table I shows the values of and for to for three different values of . The value of 0.5 is that suggested by Ruigrok [4] , and this leads to a reduction in the magnitudes of all of the correction terms when they are compared with those of Fan. Clearly, the Ruigrok approximation ( ) is significantly closer to the exact field than is the Karlqvist expression and its improved accuracy is thus verified. The other two trial values of are chosen to make and , respectively, and this is done by setting to zero and solving (7) for . The correction terms for are smaller than for , and therefore, the corresponding potentials and fields are even more accurate. This is indicated in Fig. 1 , where the potential in the gap region according to (2) with is compared to the exact potential variation according to Fan (1b) . The other value of , in Table I , is used as an example to illustrate that the values of can be selected to make any particular coefficient equal to zero should that be required.
III. THE SZCZECH et al. APPROXIMATION
Szczech et al. [7] , [8] have proposed an alternative approximation for the fields of a head following experiments on a largescale experimental model [7] . The corresponding head surface potential is (8) where and are constants obtained by fitting and these were found to be equal to 0.835, 0.0433, and 0.512, respectively.
is a scale factor to cater for the difference between the surface field, as defined by Szczech et al. and the deep-gap field ( ). Using the Fourier sine series expansion of , (8) can be written as where the coefficients were found by integrating to give (10) Ci and Si are the cosine and sine integrals, respectively. It can be seen that the Fourier coefficients in (10) are dependent on the parameter . was initially specified by Szczech et al. to be equal to 0.512. In the following calculations, a value for equal to 0.52 (in agreement with the fittings of Iverson and Stubbs [9] ) will be used as it was found that this value offers the lowest values of the correction terms and, hence, the closest approximation to the exact solution.
Equation (9) can be written in the form (11) where the second term can be expanded into a Fourier series and a series of correction terms with coefficients can be added to make the potential exact. Then Values of are shown in Table II for the values and as given by Szczech et al. It can be seen that the correction terms are larger than and decay more slowly than those of the Ruigrok expression. However, with and the correction terms are of little significance and the corresponding fields and potentials are very good approximations to the exact. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1 .
In a similar way to the calculation in the previous section, it is possible to select values of to make by solving (13). In this way, when and and the other values of are as shown in Table II .
IV. GAP-LOSS FUNCTIONS AND HEAD FIELDS
To further substantiate the claims about the accuracy made in the previous sections, the gap-loss functions for the various potentials are calculated and compared with the exact value from Fan. The gap-loss function is obtained from the Fourier transform of the head surface field and for the Fan distribution is [10] (14)
whereas for the Ruigrok approximation of (2), it is [4] , [6] , [10] (15) The surface field of Szczech et al. is given by [7] which has a Fourier transform [4] (16) These gap-loss terms are plotted in Fig. 2 for and and . Their closeness to one another and to the exact result of Fan is obvious even as far as the seventh gap-null. In view of this and the smallness of the correction terms needed to make these modified Ruigrok and Szczech et al. expressions exact, it is clear that they are accurate enough for use in all but the most critical of applications. The implication is that corresponding field expressions given by Ruigrok [6] , but with , and by Szczech et al. [7] with and are sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper has shown that it is possible to take approximations to head fields or potential variations in the region of a head gap and add and evaluate an infinite series of correction terms that would make them exact. Further, it has been shown that by taking steps to reduce the correction terms, more accurate approximations to the exact fields can be obtained. The method has been used to show that the field expressions of Ruigrok and Szczech et al., which contain only one correction term, are very good approximations to the exact head fields, but that with minor modifications, they become extremely close to the exact head fields.
